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[ THOMAS NEWS  ]

Dear Readers:

Corporate strategy, competition, innovation management, new work, design thinking, digi-
talization, and technology scouting. Companies often resort to abstract slogans as a way of 
“depicting” their future. We want to use this issue of Colloquium to share our own visions 
of what lies ahead and express them in a concrete form against the background of our new 
strategic focus “Understand. Create. Deliver.” This sequence will shape all future innovation at 
Thomas – from simple product development through to the penetration of new markets and 
the accumulation of expertise. In a moment, we’ll take a look back over 2018, a successful 
year in which we reached some important milestones. 

If you have any questions, suggestions for improvement or criticism, please feel free to email 
us at colloquium@thomas-magnete.com. You might also wish to download our Thomas app 
so that you can read the magazine while you are out and about, browse through back issues, 
and much more! Just scan the QR code or visit app.thomas-magnete.com.

We hope you enjoy the latest issue of Colloquium and would like to take this opportunity to 
wish you a great start to the New Year!

Kind regards,

              Jürgen Heck                         Markus Krauss                   Christoph Thomas 
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The Webasto Group operates globally as a system part-
ner to the automotive industry. In 2018, the Group held 
its biggest ever meeting with suppliers under the slogan 
“Driving ONE Future” and used the occasion to engage 
with around 350 representatives of suppliers from 25 
countries on the latest challenges facing the industry, 
their common strategic development, and the prospects 
for ongoing collaboration.

Thomas was one of five suppliers from Germany, China, 
and the USA selected by Webasto to receive a Global Part-
nership Award at the International Group Supplier Day 
2018 on September 13th. The award cited “outstanding 
cooperation, exceptional commitment, and tremendous 
flexibility throughout a series of major projects over the 
last year.” 

Thomas has developed a long and mutually beneficial 
partnership with Webasto, an important German auto-
motive supplier. It all began over 30 years ago when Tho-
mas developed its DP2 inline pump, the first of its kind 
that could draw, convey, and meter fuel while integrating 
shut-off functions for the tank and independent vehicle 
heaters. The innovation process that led to series produc-
tion in the 1980s allowed Thomas to establish itself as the 
world leader in the market for inline pumps. To this day, it 
remains one of the key milestones in our history.

THOMAS AND WEBASTO:  
PARTNERS FOR OVER 30 YEARS 

Thomas receives Global Partnership Award



[ THOMAS NEWS ]

In terms of revenue, it is the biggest 
single project Thomas has ever been 
awarded. Technologically, it is highly 
complex and challenging, and requi-
res an exceptional level of expertise. 
Thomas worked hand in hand with 
the client on the development of its 
TS 28 transmission solenoid. Produc-
tion is due to begin in early 2019.

Together with his colleagues Marc 
Leinweber (Head of Product & Pro-
cess Development) and Michael Er-
mert (Project Management), Heiko 
Binder was closely involved in the 

project right from the start. The 
TS 28 will be used in cars with both 
automatic and double clutch trans-
missions – nine solenoids for con-
ventional transmissions and ten for 
hybrid transmissions. “Our client in-
vited bids for the development of a 
technically very complex component 
as part of a wider model upgrade 
project,” explains Heiko Binder. 
“Unlike the usual facelift, this was 
more than just a few visual enhance-
ments. The new solenoid would be 
expected to perform a series of com-
plex tasks within the transmission.”  

“THE REWARDS OF 

PERSEVERANCE”

The TS28 is highly scalable, can 
be adapted flexibly to different 
client systems, and incorporates 
the valve function required by the 
system. These features make it 
ideal for ongoing modular deve-
lopment. 

Standardization does not have to 
be restrictive. If used in the right 
way, it can even lead to greater 
product diversity. By way of ex-
ample, the solenoid and valve 
module developed by Thomas can 
be extended into a cartridge valve 
and offers all the benefits of stan-
dardization while meeting the in-
dividual needs of our clients, e.g., 
with regard of cost-effectiveness.

Transmission solenoid TS 28 – Thomas wins out in the end

Heiko Binder, Director Sales & Marketing (Transmission Ma-

nagement) at Thomas, is a firm believer in the rewards of 

perseverance. In 2017, after ten years of preparatory work 

and despite an extremely demanding set of requirements, 

various setbacks, and a strong field of competitors, his team 

finally won the contract for a project marking a new chapter 

in the company’s history ...

Standardization versus 

diversity?
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[ THOMAS NEWS ]

A comprehensive set of specifications 
laid out the framework conditions 
and objectives and forced Thomas to 
devise an entirely new concept. One 
of the key specifications involved 
optimizing certain hysteresis values. 
Hysteresis is a complex set of system 
behaviors that can have a significant 
impact on efficiency and perfor-
mance within the transmission.

“Taken literally, hysteresis means 
lagging behind or with a delayed 
impact,” explains Heiko Binder. “Wi-
thout being too technical, it is about 
the predictability of inputs and out-
puts in a system where the output of 
an individual component depends not 
only on the current input, but also on 
its history of past inputs and its cur-
rent state. Based on our client’s spe-
cifications, we had to optimize both 
the module’s magnetic and mecha-
nical hysteresis values. Lower values 
indicate a smaller loss of performance 
and therefore greater efficiency.” 

It took a long time to reach the pro-
duction stage – altogether ten years 
of preparatory work during which we 
achieved various benchmarks and 
only narrowly missed winning se-
veral projects. It was also a time of 
tremendous persistence and learning 
and of building up trust through pre-
vious projects.

For Heiko Binder, it was the bid as an 
overall package that eventually won 
us the contract: “The price was just 
one of many strong elements of the 
bid we put together. We didn’t just 
work our way through the specifica-
tions one by one. It all came together 
at a personal level, too. At the end of 
the day, we won out over firms with 
a six-figure workforce. That’s a huge 
boost to our profile. From now on, 
others will see us as a competitor and 
supplier to be reckoned with.”

Caption from left to right: Heiko Binder with his colleagues Heiner Held and Christian Häberle

“You’ve earned it, said our  
client when the contract was 
finally awarded. We were over 
the moon when we heard that 
acknowledgement of our 
work. Once again, the deve-
lopment of the TS 28 showed 
that no work is ever wasted. 
All those earlier projects have 
helped us to build up our ex-
pertise and confidence in our 
ability to innovate. After a long 
wait, we had gained recog- 
nition for our way of looking 
at systems and understanding 
them and for our own efforts 
to move the technology for-
ward.” Heiko Binder



#NewWork

Contemporary working environments  
at Innomotion Park 2

As the name suggests, the Work Café is a place of work 
and a meeting point. One of the most eye-catching 
features is the historic black and white photograph of 
the San Fernando mine, showing exactly what the site 
looked like in days of old.  #meetingpoint

Thomas Group   @Thomas__Group · June 3

20 7 89

The Work Café has been designed with more than just 
a quick coffee in mind. The brown sofas next to the 
meeting desk can be used as a flexible extension to the 
office. #flyingthoughts

Thomas Group   @Thomas__Group · July 11

30 9 56

The Framery pods in our large open-plan offices are a 
place of quiet. Once the door is closed, no sound pas-
ses in either direction. Ideal for important calls or face-
to-face talks. #soundofsilence

Thomas Group   @Thomas__Group · August 22

8 4 33

The foyer in the reception area. The seating area is 
designed in a contemporary and attractive lounge style. 
Perfect for waiting visitors and for Thomas staff to con-
sult each other over a cup of coffee. #worklounge

Thomas Group   @Thomas__Group · May 27 

11 5 26

[ THOMAS IN THE FUTURE ]
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Momentum and creativity are the product of shared 
human endeavor wherever people work together. Each 
workplace is a secluded zone within the large open-plan 
office, and concealed behind the green high-back sofa 
is a small meeting corner.  #coworking

Thomas Group   @Thomas__Group · September 1

22 6 130

The walls lining the walkways in IP2 are total eye-cat-
chers, displaying many of the pictures and aphorisms 
that have accompanied Thomas over the years as a 
visual reminder of our corporate identity. #thewayweare

Thomas Group   @Thomas__Group · October 17

15 3 60

The overall design concept even extends to the canteen 
in the form of large and atmospheric images on the 
walls to help people switch off for a while during their 
lunch break. #smallbreakbigeffect

Thomas Group   @Thomas__Group · November 27

22 9 121

A library without books! The main function here is to 
provide a space for quiet and concentrated work. The 
library boasts an impressive range of digital resources 
such as the specialist publications on the Springer 
Professional website. #bequietplease

Thomas Group   @Thomas__Group · December 10

5 3 45

[ THOMAS IN THE FUTURE ]



[ THOMAS IN THE FUTURE ]

The new department has its roots in Thomas’ product ma-
nagement system, which was set up to drive innovation 
across all the company’s business units and spearhead 
our efforts to open up new applications in existing mar-
kets. “There is a vast amount of potential in the know-
how Thomas has built up over so many years of develop-
ment work,” says Dr. Axel Müller, Head of New Business 
Innovation. “Thomas has moved forward step by step and 
now offers mechatronic products with ‘sense. think. act.’-
functionality. Our job is to feed that expertise into new 
products designed for new sectors. It’s a challenging and 
exciting role. And of course, all those innovative products 
must reflect our values by concentrating on people and 
by proving that they are both viable and useful.”

A STRONG FOUNDATION ON WHICH TO INNOVATE

Creative ideas often emerge spontaneously. To evaluate 
and implement them, however, we need one more ingre-
dient. Innovation within a business environment needs an 
organizational infrastructure to protect it and steer it in 
the right direction. At Thomas, we are currently working 
on an innovation management project that will regula-
te and define the way we deal with ideas and processes. 
That includes formulating key innovation indicators that 
can be analyzed and used as a basis of decision-making 
processes. The New Business Innovation team also sees 
itself as an in-house service provider with a mandate to 
foster a culture of innovation and generate new ideas.

“Our fate depends on our ability to innovate,” said former German President Roman Her-

zog in his famous 1997 speech. Although timeless, this observation is particularly opposite 

in our digital age with its sense of boundless possibilities. With this in mind, Thomas has 

concentrated its innovative strength with a view to developing new and useful products 

clearly centered on people and their needs. The recently formed New Business Innovation 

department is headed by Dr. Axel Müller.



[ THOMAS IN THE FUTURE ]
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OUR UNDERLYING CORPORATE STRATEGY

The entire innovation process at Thomas (and inciden-
tally the main focus of this issue of Colloquium) is based 
on our development philosophy, which can be summed 
up neatly as “Understand. Create. Deliver.” The idea is to 
first understand the needs of clients both in and outside 
our established B2B sectors and then to find and deliver 
creative solutions. To do that, we need to identify and ca-
tegorize those external needs and position ourselves for 
the future from within. People want products that make 
them happy.

          
NEW MARKETS

As regards innovation, we have recently begun to focus 
on the home in addition to our established sectors (indus-
try and mobility, and more recently health). “We belie-
ve there is a huge amount of potential in the health and 
home sectors, both globally and from the company’s per-
spective,” explains Dr. Axel Müller. “We are pulling out all 
the stops to develop high-performance products that can 
enrich people’s lives.”

SHOULDER TO SHOULDER

Thomas can draw on the services of two in-house units 
with a remit to innovate: the Dresden Technology Lab 
(see pages 14/15) and the Thomas Academy (our main 
knowledge management center). We also work with the 
d-School set up by the Hasso Plattner Institute in Potsdam 
(HPI), a private IT institute and faculty based at the Univer-
sity of Potsdam. Students learn the principles of “design 
thinking,” which is a supplementary module designed 
to promote the creative development of highly user-
friendly products and services. The theoretical methods 
and skills taught by the HPI and Thomas’ own practical 
experience complement each other perfectly and hold 
out the prospect of continued fruitful collaboration. 

“It’s still early days for the new department, but we are learning 
quickly. The team has adopted an interdisciplinary approach 
that focuses on collaboration in partner networks. At the mo-
ment, as well as all our design and planning activities for the 
department, we are very busy working on our first project, alt-
hough I can’t give any details yet. However, what I can reveal is 
that it concerns a sector you wouldn’t normally expect Thomas 
to be involved in.” Dr. Axel Müller 



[ THOMAS INSIGHTS ]

Ultimately, having the right logo is critical for brand 
recognition purposes since it acts as the “face” of the 
company. At Thomas we have chosen to update our 
logo without modifying its original character. For va-
rious reasons, it was felt that the old logo no longer 
reflected Thomas’ communication strategy. The slogan 
“Driven by magnetics” will no longer appear. The new 
design is more modern, more streamlined, and gene-
rally more concise. The lettering and the visual bran-
ding have been optimized for the digital age. Overall, 
the logo will highlight our new approach based on the 
formula “sense. think. act.” In other words, it will reflect 
our focus on developing products with “smart actuati-
on” functionality. 

Of course, you can’t really tell from the new logo how 
much time and energy went into changing it. For com-
panies, however, it’s a crucial undertaking, and against 
this background our updated logo and website are just 
the starting point for the refocusing of our wider com-
munication strategy. Our goal is to keep pace with the 
digital transformation that has unfolded over recent ye-
ars without simply abandoning the past. We are and 
always will be Thomas – with the same values and ex-
pertise.

STEP ONE:
A NEW LOGO

The image a company chooses to project, both internally and externally, depends both 

on social and economic developments and on new trends in technology. The shift to-

wards e-mobility and product electrification also presents Thomas with new challenges. 

Increasing labor specialization, the corresponding shortage of skilled workers, and huge 

leaps forward in online communication are just a few examples of the many factors that 

have had a very significant impact on everyday business communications over recent ye-

ars. Against this background, it makes absolute sense for us to update our own logo and 

ensure that we are projecting a contemporary image in our key markets. 

Refocusing our communication strategy



[ THOMAS INSIGHTS ]

STEP ONE:
A NEW LOGO
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[ THOMAS LOOKS BACK ]

January 1

ON THE PULSE
Looking back, 2018 was a year of highlights, a year of restructuring, change, and growth – 

one that paved the way towards new goals. Let us take a brief look back together and then 

see what lies ahead.

February March 20

NEW FACES ON MANAGING BOARD 

AS THOMAS HEADS INTO 2018

Thomas started 2018 with a new 

Managing Board. Markus Krauss 

took over at the helm as CEO after 

14 years on the Board together with 

Dietrich Thomas. After a period as 

Head of Transmission Management, 

Christoph Thomas was invited by 

his father Dietrich to lead the com-

pany into the third generation of 

family ownership. Jürgen Heck be-

came the third member of the Ma-

naging Board with responsibility for 

the company’s engineering units.

MORE ROOM FOR GROWTH

Thomas is growing! In order to 

meet the company’s increasing 

need for production, logistics, and 

office space, Thomas acquired the 

former Rittal factory in Rennerod 

and leased additional office premi-

ses for the Mobile Hydraulics unit 

in nearby Betzdorf.

HIGH-RANKING VISITORS

Germany’s Federal President 

Frank-Walter Steinmeier and his 

wife Elke Büdenbender paid us a 

visit in March 2018 together with 

the state premier of Rhineland-

Palatinate Malu Dreyer and her 

husband Klaus Jensen. They were 

shown around the family-owned 

company by Managing Partner 

Dietrich Thomas and his team. Our 

guests were presented with gifts 

made by Thomas apprentices in 

the workshop.
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April 16
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Outlook 2019

November 27–30

ON THE PULSE

May 5

June

October 8–10

October 16–18

THOMAS OPENS NEW SITE  

IN SHANGHAI

In April, we celebrated the opening 

of our new sales and purchasing 

site in Shanghai. The Chinese Au-

tomotive and Mobile Hydraulics 

team moved into “The Hub,” a 

cutting-edge office, shopping, and 

leisure complex close to Hongqiao 

International Airport.

INAUGURATION DAY AT  

INNOMOTION PARK 2

In May the whole team gathered 

with their families for a big “We 

are Thomas” Family Day to celeb-

rate the completion of Innomotion 

Park 2. In glorious weather, over 

2,000 visitors, including Rhineland-

Palatine’s Federal State Minister 

of Economics, Dr. Volker Wissing, 

were shown around the new buil-

dings. The highlight of the day for 

our younger visitors was a kids’ 

rally all over the grounds.

PLANNING FOR INNOMOTION 

PARK 1

In mid-2018 we started planning 

for renewed expansion in Herdorf 

to boost our production capacity. 

Construction of the new Innomoti-

on Park 1 plant is expected to begin 

in 2019.

CUSTOMIZED BOOTH AT  

AACHEN COLLOQUIUM

See page 16 for more information

THOMAS MAKES DEBUT AT THE  

IZB AUTO SHOW IN WOLFSBURG

See page 16 for more information

THOMAS AT BAUMA CHINA IN 

SHANGHAI

See page 16 for more information

+++  Introduction of new SAP 

modules

+++  Construction work due to 

start at Innomotion Park 1

+++  Continued development of 

the “Thomas” brand (page 10)

+++  Thomas at key trade shows 

such as the IAA and bauma

November 12–15

THOMAS AT MEDICA IN  

DUSSELDORF

See page 16 for more information

December 1

INTRODUCTION OF SAP

Thomas launches SAP “Success 

Factors” for HR management



LAB OF THE FUTURE AND 
THINKTANK 

[ THOMAS IN THE FUTURE  ]

Dresden Technology Lab

“There is no point in us trying to reinvent the wheel!” Unfortunately, this attitude has 

been the downfall of many big international companies. At Thomas, we’re clear that it’s 

not just about identifying and correctly evaluating new trends. To remain successful in 

the long term, you have to be actively involved in shaping the future, and that is precisely 

the job entrusted to Dresden Technology Lab – Thomas’ in-house think tank and a crucial 

interface between the company’s business units and centralized support functions in Her-

dorf and at TU Dresden, which produces a steady stream of talented young people.



Dresden Technology Lab (TLD) per-
forms two main tasks – developing 
new technology and equipping Tho-
mas employees with new technical 
skills. Led by Dr. Martin Petzold, it 
was set up in 2015 to strengthen 
the company’s existing in-house de-
velopment capabilities. Since then, 
the team has grown to include four 
engineers and four students, and 
further expansion is planned.

Student members of the team

“The students are a source of ins-
piration for us,” says Petzold. “We 
learn from each other every day. It’s 
about combining the expertise of 
professionals and the tremendous 
wealth of ideas from talented young 
people who are able to think out-
side the box. That’s a perfect cock-
tail of ingredients for the practically 
focused research and design work 
that we specialize in here at Dresden 
Technology Lab.” The collaboration 
between Thomas and TU Dresden 

is centered on our long-established 
partnership with the Institute for 
Mechatronic Systems in Mechanical 
Engineering (IMM) and its Director, 
Professor Jürgen Weber (Chair of  
Fluid-Mechatronic System Enginee-
ring). The signing of a framework 
agreement with the Institute in May 
2016 was a milestone in the creati-
on of our own Technology Lab. “The 
goal of our partnership is to identify 
new  technological trends at an early 
stage and therefore strengthen our 
capacity for innovation,” observed 
CEO Markus Krauss when the agree-
ment was signed in Dresden.

To make this happen, it is important 
to harness whatever synergies are 
available. Dr. Petzold and his team 
benefit from the expertise of the 
Institute. At the same time, Thomas 
makes a practical contribution to the 
training of students by organizing 
visits to Herdorf , facilitating lectu-
res, and providing resources to help 
students prepare their dissertations 
– a package of measures designed 
to support future industry professi-
onals.

Channeling knowledge in the right 
direction

When it comes to innovation, Dres-
den Technology Lab brings together 
all the key actors around a single ta-
ble – and not just in a metaphorical 
sense: “The knowledge we accumu-
late at the Technology Lab is passed 
on continuously to our headquarters 
in Herdorf.

These communications and regular 
visits in both directions ensure that 
the know-how built up at the Tech-
nology Lab can be applied where it 
is needed,” explains Martin Petzold, 
who also heads the company’s cen-
tral simulation team in Herdorf. “Sha-
ring information and ideas in this 
way is fundamental to our work. As 
well as conducting general research, 
which Thomas is involved in as well, 
of course, we are often asked to look 

into very specific areas – recently, for 
example, into solenoid hysteresis. 
We hold regular meetings with the 
development engineers from Her-
dorf to identify potential new ope-
nings. Often, that involves expres-
sing strong views on either side.”

Understand. Create. Deliver.

Not least, Dresden Technology Lab 
reflects Thomas’ own development 
philosophy “Understand. Create. De-
liver.” – which is also the main focus 
of this issue of Colloquium. Standing 
right at the beginning of this crucial 
chain, it increases our understanding 
of technical relationships, builds up 
valuable know-how and paves the 
way for the next steps towards our 
overarching goal of maximizing the 
benefits available to our clients from 
our products.

LAB OF THE FUTURE AND 
THINKTANK 

[ THOMAS IN THE FUTURE  ]

Research partner
TU Dresden

• Full university

•  One of eleven German Uni-
versities of Excellence since 
2012

•  One of the top universities 
in Europe for research in the 
field of applied sciences

•  Broad range of disciplines 
focused on technology and 
natural sciences

•  Numerous faculties co-
vering subjects with links to 
Thomas, e.g. vehicle, fluid, 
energy, and materials tech-
nology and interdisciplinary 
mechatronics

•  Mechanical engineering 
faculty including the Institute 
for Mechatronic Systems in 
Mechanical Engineering with 
which Thomas has signed a 
cooperation agreement.

“The goals of developing new 
technology and training up 
future industry professionals 
complement each other and 
act as effective multipliers. 
Working together, we aim to 
give shape to a world of tech-
nology that can be difficult to 
grasp, and to identify relevant 
trends and harness them in 
the interests of the company 
and its clients.”
Dr. Martin Petzold

15
CONTACT

Dresden Technology Lab

Dr. Martin Petzold

Chemnitzer Straße 48  

[close to TU Dresden]

01187 Dresden

+49 2744 929-101

martin.petzold@thomas-magnete.com
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In 2018, Thomas continued to forge new industry con-
tacts in all its three main business units: Automotive, 
Mobile Hydraulics, and Medical Devices. Our goal at all 
these trade shows was to draw attention to the meti-
culously designed products made by our company as a 
clear sign of our capacity for innovation, and to project 
our new strategic philosophy “Understand. Create. Deli-
ver.” to the outside world.

+++ Aachener Kolloquium | October 8–10, 2018
The Aachen Colloquium has evolved into Europe’s big-
gest vehicle and engine technology fair. At our custom-
made booth, Thomas’ trade show experts demonstrated 
some of the company’s advanced system components, 
including our innovative coolant valves, and exchanged 
ideas with other industry professionals as part of a series 
of fascinating presentations.

+++ IZB Auto Show in Wolfsburg | October 16–18, 2018
The slogan for this year’s IZB Auto Show, close to VW’s 
Wolfsburg plant, was “Think Digital,” and Thomas was 
there for the first time as a top-performing supplier. “Our 
debut at the IZB was a complete success,” remarked Paulo 
da Silva, Head of Marketing and Sales. 

+++ Medica in Dusseldorf | November 12–15, 2018
Thomas made another successful debut in 2018 at the 
Medica in Dusseldorf, the world’s foremost trade show 
for the medical technology sector. From their booth 
right next to the forum, Wolfgang Hamm (Head of Medi-
cal Devices) and his team presented Thomas’ innovative 
enteral dosing pump, CareFil. “We had a great location 
with lots of visitors, so we were able to talk to a large 
number of decision-makers and industry specialists.” 

+++ bauma China in Shanghai | November 27–30, 2018
Thomas demonstrated an international profile with 
its biggest-ever personalized booth at bauma China in 
Shanghai. In collaboration with our local team and our 
distributors Linzhi and Burker, we supplied one of the 
event’s main attractions. “Lots of visitors wanted to come 
over and see our self-built digger,” reports Dr. Jens Krall-
mann, who heads Thomas’ Mobile Hydraulics business 
unit. “We constructed it without any outside help and 
equipped it with our own valves so that visitors could see 
it working live.”

TRADE SHOWS IN 2018

Thomas presents its development philosophy: „Understand. Create. Deliver.“
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